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Teenie were all mighty glad to get home after, long down the creek, and forTHE days the people busy getting ready for the long winter.
"It's goin' t' be a long, winter," prophesied Grandpa. "Whenever my and

in the fall I know we're goin' t' a bad winter." all the looked serious, for
the almost always theweather

The houseboat had repaired, put into dock, and carefully covered leaves for the winter.
" Cook," the General, stepping the tiny kitchen one " the vegetables we covered

and last winter didn't keep well, did they? "
" I should say not," answered the Cook. " Why, I only got about two or three wheelbarrow loads of the

turnip we buried. It didn't keep worth a : What we is a regular cellar down deep in the
a regular on it." . - . .

v

" Yes, you're nodded the " I'll to the Doctor tonight about a cellar and see
what can be done."

The two Teenie Weenies talked over the matter night and it was decided to build a great cellar
the side of a hill near the house where the people's supply of winter could be in

." It's going to a lot of work," the Doctor. " We'll to a lot of heavy to keep
the earth in, and I don't see where get the lumber without a sawmill."

." O, easy," the Dutchman, had listening to the conversation. " Ve could make der
sawmill bretty - by der fence over in a yard not so much far iss a fine toy vat
belongs to der vat dere, un it looks much as he had thrown it for it has lyin'

for a long und iss all rusty. I vas lookin' it over once der other und I I could fix it up
bretty quick yet. Ve make a saw und den make der engine run der saw und cut up as much of der
lumber vat you vant."

" All right, ! " cried the "We'll borrow this engine for a while and up a
sawmill." . , . .

' '

It the Dutchman several days to fix up the and several more days were needed to get
the heavy in place ; in fact, it was two full weeks before the mill was in running order, for the
engine burned alcohol, and a bottle of had to be brought up and placed near by. Day after,
the Teenie Weenies labored at the little mill, bringing up the great logs, which were sawed lumber and
placed in even piles near the big fence.

On the other side of the fence a walk, and the along that, a saw-
mill lay hidden in the grass, and had they heard the busy saw as it cut clothespins and bucket handles
into lumber they no doubt would thought it the of a honey bee. Copyright: ' ioic: By xvm.
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